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QUESTION 1

A customer requires a server infrastructure update for its Hadoop HBase solution. The HBase maximum dataset size
will be 120TB. 

To host HBase, the architect is planning three HPE Moonshot 1500 chassis fully populated with cartridges. The
populated chassis provide the following in total: 

-135 processors with four 2.9GHz cores each 

-4.23TB RAM 

-

64.8TB local storage on SSDs 

An aspect of the design is under provisioned and is likely to cause performance to degrade to one-tenth or even one-
hundredth of its potential. 

How can the architect resolve this problem? 

A. 

Scale the memory capacity by selecting higher capacity DIMM\\'s for the cartridges 

B. 

Select different cartridges that provide more nodes per cartridge 

C. 

Scale the SSD capacity by adding cartridges or selecting higher capacity SSDs 

D. 

Select different cartridges that provide more processor cores 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has an HPE Integrity Superdome X solution. The customer requires flexible nPartitions that IT staff can
quickly build at different times based on a pre-defined template. 

Which approach should the architect recommend the customer take to meet this requirement? 

A. Create nPartition configs using the iLO GUI for the HPE Integrity Superdome X blades. 

B. Create nPartition build plans in HPE Insight Control server provisioning (ICsp). 

C. Create server templates in HPE OneView 2.0. 

D. Create ParSpecs in the HPE Superdome Onboard Administrator (SD OA). 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer plans to purchase some c7000 blade enclosures equipped with Virtual Connect FlexFabric modules to
support its development and test team. The customer is concerned about frequent changes to the server blade
connectivity. In the initial proposal, an architect included HPE OneView, and now the customer wants to learn how HPE
OneView will address their concern. 

Which HPE OneView functionality should the architect explain to the customer? 

A. all external connectivity changes will be automatically discovered and server profiles will be automatically updated to
reflect the change. 

B. the customer can use different plugins to visualize network and storage connectivity, and change them by using the
drag and drop method. 

C. the customer can create profile templates, deploy server profiles from the template, and, if necessary, use the same
method to update server connectivity. 

D. the customer can access HPE Virtual Connect Enterprise Manager and perform connectivity changes for all servers
in the same Virtual Connect Domain Group. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer plans to add a high performance computing system capable of hard partitioning to a data center that
employs HPE StoreServ 7000. Which solution should the architect include in the design? 

A. an HPE Apollo 2000 system with iSCSI connectivity to the HPE 3PAR system 

B. an HPE Moonshot system with iSCSI connectivity to the HPE 3PAR system 

C. an HPE Apolo6000 with Fibre Channel connectivity to the HPE 3PAR storage 

D. an HPE SuperdomeX with Fibre Channel connectivity to the HPE 3PAR storage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has an HPE Integrity Superdome X system with an nPartition that has been provisioned with a supported
OS and application. 

What first detects data corruption caused by an installed DIMM module? 

A. the XNC2 controller in the internal fabric 

B. the application using the data 
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C. the OS installed on the nPartition 

D. the Superdome X firmware 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer is using HPE OneView to monitor multiple HPE BladeSystems running ESXi and plans to use HPE
OneView to manage the enclosure and blades. 

Additionally, the customer plans to use HPE OneView for VMware Operations Manager to receive critical trend
changes. 

Which licenses should the architect include in the proposal? 

A. VMware Enterprise licenses and iLO Advanced licenses 

B. HPE OneView Standard licenses and VMware Enterprise plus licenses 

C. HPE OneView Advanced licenses and VMware Enterprise plus licenses 

D. HPE Insight Control licenses and VMware Enterprise plus licenses 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An architect needs to design a solution for a customer that stores all data on third-party NAS storage, and that does not
yet have a database solution. The new HPE-based solution must be optimized for data mining. 

How can the current data stored on the NAS be used for data mining? 

A. connecting the database to the NAS as main storage by using a TOE Host Bus Adapter 

B. using the database application import functionality to migrate the data from the NAS to block-level storage for
processing 

C. attaching the database directly to the NAS storage by using a Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter and by using the NAS
for all DB tables 

D. attaching the database directly to the NAS storage by using an iSCSI Host Bus Adapter and by using the NAS for all
DB tables 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An architect is planning an HPE Moonshot System solution to support a data analytics application. The application uses
data mining. Which type of rack configuration should the architect recommend? 
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A. a configuration that balances the ratio of HPE Moonshot Systems to HPE Apollo 4200 servers, which store the data 

B. a configuration that has a higher ratio of HPE Moonshot Systems to HPE Apollo 4200 servers, which store the data 

C. a configuration that has a lower ratio of HPE Moonshot Systems to HPE Apollo 4200 servers, which store the data 

D. a configuration in which the HPE Moonshot System hosts the analytics application and the data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer purchases a hyperscale solution based on the HPE Moonshot platform and needs a management tool is
suitable for this environment and meets the customer\\'s needs? 

A. HPE Cloud OS for HPE Moonshot 

B. HPE Helion Cloud System 9 Foundation 

C. HPE OneView with HPE Operation Analytics plugin 

D. HPE Insight Cluster Management Utility 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A customer is deploying HPE Apollo Systems, which the customer hopes will help the organization achieve its goals for
efficient energy operations. In assessing the customer maturity, the architect finds that IT staff has limited insight into
how efficiently servers are operating and limited ability to enforce energy efficiency policies. 

Which solution should the architect recommend to help solve these issues? 

A. HPE Advanced Power Manager 

B. HPE OneView 2.x 

C. HPE Power Advisor 

D. HPE Insight Remote Support 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.hpe.com/h20195/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA5-3291ENN.pdf 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer needs to use LACP to aggregate server network connections. The customer also needs to bond all
FlexLOM connections in a single network across multiple switches. 

Which networking feature should the architect recommend to meet the customer\\'s needs? 
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A. Intelligent Resilient Framework 

B. Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links 

C. Network Virtualization using Generic Routing Encapsulation 

D. Shared Uplink Sets 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An architect is planning an HPE Moonshot System deployment. The architect plans to individually connect each iLO CM
module to the management network. The customer informs the architect that this plan requires too many 1GbE ports
per rack for the data center infrastructure. 

What is one way that the architect can alter the plan to meet the customer\\'s needs, while still allowing iLO access to
the HPE Moonshot Systems? 

A. Configure iLO traffic to share the same adapters as production traffic. Configure VLANs on the HPE Moonshot switch
modules to separate the two types of traffic. 

B. Keep one iLO CM Management port connected to the network. Use the iLO CM link ports on each iLO CM module to
daisy chain the chassis together. 

C. Enable the iLO REST API on each cartridge node. The nodes will then accept iLO commands on the adapters that
they use for production traffic. 

D. Add a second switch module and uplink module to each chassis to connect to the cartridge iLO ports. Stack the
modules in different chassis and connect just one to the management network. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

An architect is designing a data center solution that contains an HPE BladeSystem for the virtual application,
infrastructure, and VDI environment. It also contains an HPE Moonshot for the web servers. 

In which parts of the HPE Transformation Area does this solution fit? 

A. empower and protect 

B. transform and empower 

C. enable and empower 

D. transform and protect 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14
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An architect finds several vulnerabilities with a customer\\'s digital enterprise that could lead to data loss on a third-party
storage system for critical business segments. Which solution should the architect propose to help the customer to
protect their digital enterprise? 

A. an HPE StoreOnce solution configured to take backups of the critical data from the third-party storage 

B. an HPE StoreAll solution configured to migrate the critical data to object-based storage 

C. an HPE StoreVirtual solution configured as a secondary node to replicate the critical data on the third- party storage 

D. an HPE 3PAR StoreServ solution configured to peer persistence with the third-party storage to protect the critical
data 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

An architect is planning an HPE Moonshot System to host a customer Hadoop MapReduce2 application. The architect
originally proposed the following: 

1.

 m710 cartridges 

2.

 HPE 45XGc switches 

3.

 HPE 4-QSFP+ Uplink Modules 

The customer now needs each HPE Moonshot chassis to provide at least 1TB of memory and 40TB or local storage.
Cartridge nodes needs two 10GbE ports each. 

What does the architect need to replace in the solution to meet the customer\\'s new requirements? 

A. m710 cartridges with m350 Cartridge, which provide more memory 

B. m710 cartridges with m710p cartridges, which support higher capacity local drives 

C. 45XGc switches with 180G switches, which provide the required two 10GbE ports to the cartridges 

D. 4-QSFP+ Uplink Modules with 16-SFP+ Uplink Modules, which provide 10GbE ports to the cartridges 

Correct Answer: D 
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